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During the month of January, Lemanik Active Short Term Credit (LASTC) delivered a positive return net of 

fees, in line with the appreciating trend that has prevailed, on average, across the credit markets during the 

period. In DM HY, market performance was flat in the US (US HY +0.004% in local terms, -0.19% in euro) 

and in Europe (EU HY +0.017% in local terms, +0.005% in euro), while the performance of EM HY was sound 

(+1.198% in local terms, +1.027% in euro). The Nordic HY market was again positive, remaining the best 

credit market in the last few years: both the Norwegian HY market (+1.03% in local terms, +0.86% in euro) 

and the Swedish HY market (+0.71% in local terms, +0.67% in euro) closed in positive territory.  

The portfolio of ultra-short dated securities delivered a positive performance overall (81% of the positions 

being in positive territory, 243 out of 301), with some relevant single name positive contributions (CTMSS 

03/21, ALDESA 04/21, HCHC 12/21, IRSAAR 10/20 and PGSNO 12/20), while relevant negative single name 

contributions were generated from US E&P names, like CHK 06/21 and UNTUS 05/21, after the significant 

drop in Energy prices associated with the evolution of Coronavirus in China. Other negative contributions 

came from EUTOSO 09/21 and ARGENT 28, but the Argentinean component has contributed positively 

overall in January, driven by the Corporate segment. 

The Argentinean component weight is 1.28% at the end of the month; 60% of the exposure to the country 

is related to corporates, and 40% to sovereign and provincial names. 

The gross return in euro terms (+0.50%) compares very well with the behavior of the reference markets 

(50% EM HY, 50% DM HY), up on average 0.48% in euro terms. The portfolio sensitivity to market behavior 

has about 104% then, significantly above the level (20%) that the ratio between ASTC average spread 

duration in the month and market spread duration (0.8y versus 4y) would imply. The relative performance 

has been very positive primarily because of the underweight in US and Europe, and the strong overweight 

in Nordic HY; the underweight in EM HY has been penalizing, but more than compensated by very favorable 

selection effects in the same area. Selection was very positive also in Euro HY and in the Nordics, while flat 

in the US, which represents only 8% of the invested portfolio. 

The Fund is invested about 97.92% at the end of January, much higher compared to the end of 2019 

(86.49%), due a strong reinvestment activity implemented in the central weeks of the month. We still 

consider the portfolio well suited for the current stage of the Credit cycle, exhibiting an attractive euro-

equivalent YTW of 4.47% (average portfolio YTW is 4.56%), an average Z-spread of 542 basis points, a 

longer residual life of 10.2 months (11.1 months for the invested portfolio), and very high granularity, with 

301 securities issued by 260 different issuers, established in 53 different countries, across 7 different 

currency markets (with no FX risk). The Time weighted yield to worst (TW YTW) of LASTC, where the weight 

of each single security is recalculated in proportion to its residual life, delivering a more stable and reliable 

measure of the portfolio yield, is currently equal to 4.52%, netting the contribution coming from Argentina 

sovereign and provincial bonds. 

 


